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A (2n + l)-dimensional differentiable manifold M2n+ι of class Cω is said to
have a (φ, ξ, ̂ -structure [1]2) (or an almost contact structure) if there exist a
tensor field φj, a contravariant vector field ξι and a covariant vector field ηό of
class Cω over M2n+1 such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(0.1)

ξιVί = 1>

rank I φ] I = 2n,

φjξj - 0,

= - si +

It is shown [2] that one can define by a natural way a 3-τr-structure whose
fundamental tensor is written as

(0. 2) Fi = \ {- Sί + 3£Sfc + /ω i (1 - ω i ) φj} = - | - (-δj + 3 ^ - v ' 3"Φ»

and three kinds of 2-7r-structure whose fundamental tensors are respectively
written as

I Fj = 2ξ% - δj,

(0. 3) I k = ξ% - ίφ),

for any (φ, ξ9 ̂ -structure. Here a 3-π-structure (2-7r-structure) is by definition a
structure defined by giving three (two) differentiable distributions which assign
three (two) complementary subspaces of dimensional in the complexified tangent
space Ύc

x at each point x of the differentiable manifold M2n+1. The fundamental
tensor of a 3-7r-structure (2-7r-structure) is the one which has the three (two)
subspaces stated above as the proper subspaces corresponding to the proper
values, which are cubic (or quadratic) roots of unity, of the linear transformation
induced by it at the tangent space of each point of M2n+ι.

The torsion tensor (an analogue of Nijenhuis tensor) of the 3-π-structure
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(0. 2) is

(0.4)
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4 = -r ] -N% - 3ξ%,k ~ v*,j)

and those of 2-7r-structures (0 3) are respectively

\t)k = - ξl ( - NjVk + Nkη5+ηhk - ηk9j),

(0.5) 4

In these formulas we have put

\Pk = Njt - 4 - ξ\ηt,k - % J =Nί- ξKNjηk - Nkη}),
(0.6)

where ηhk = ς^χ, and the tensors Njt, Nj, Njk, Nj are defined as follows [3]:

(0.7)

i,, - φ\,k) - η£ * + ηkξ',,

,} — ηm) — φ%ηp,ic — ηk,p),

In this short note, we intend to study the characterization of the vanishing

of Njk geometrically in M2n+1 which is an open question in [4]. Moreover, some

related problems are also considered.

1. It is known [5] that the vanishing of torsion tensor t^ in (0. 4) is a

necessary and sufficient condition for the 3-τr-structure defined by (0. 2) to be

integrable and the vanishing of respective tensor in (0. 5) is the condition of

respective 2-7r-structure in (0. 3) to be integrable. By definition, a 3-τr-structure

defined by three distributions Tl9 T2, T3, dim Tt = vu vx + v2 + vz = 2n + 1

is said to be integrable if at each point of M2n+1 there exist a neighborhood

and 2n + 1 complex valued functions z1 of the local coordinates in the neighbor-

hood such that 7\ is expressed by dzVl+1 = = dzVι+ι' H' = 0, T 2 by dz1 =

= dzVι - dzn+Va+1 = =dzVl+rt»' - 0 a n d T 3 by dz1 = = dzVι = dzVl+ι=

= dzVχH'* = 0. The integrability of 2-7r-structure is similarly defined.

As the 3-7r-structure defined by (0. 2) is the refinement of each of the 2-ττ-

structures in (0. 3), it is evident from the definition of integrability of 7r-structure

that the vanishing of t)k in (0. 4) implies the vanishing of all of torsion tensors

of (0.5) and tensors Pjk and Q)k in (0.6). But this can also be shown by direct
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calculation from (0. 4) by making use of some of the following identities obtained
in [3]:

φiN β + N'Jhφl + ξιN}k - N}η, = 0,

(1. 1)

^k - Njhφ\ - Nflt = 0,

φίNΊ + Nlφ) - ξ'Nj = 0,

NIP = 0,

ηhN} - N3he = 0,

VkNf + Nhφϊ = 0,

Nhξ" = 0,

(1. 2)
iV;^ - Nίφ) = 0,

N,hφl - Nhkφ
h

}

Nihe + Nhφ) = 0,

Nj = Nhkφ)ξ\

N} = η.Nfφl

N, = Nkξ»Vt,

- NlVj = 0,

- NkVj = 0 ,

N\η<ηk,

(1. 3) ;

Now, we prepare some formulas to be used later. Contract ξk with
(0. 4), then we have the following by virtue of (0. 7)4, (1.1)5 and (0.1)3:

N) = ftNW

in

Substitute N'ikt;
h from (1. 1)2, we have

or

Finally, substitute from (1. 1)4 we have

(1. 4)

From (1. 4)2 we have

(1. 4%

On the other hancl we have the following from (1. 1)5
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Nlξ»ηj = 0.

Adding these two equations, we have

NKΨl + ξpvj) = FNj - 2U\

Multiplying (φl — ξjηh) on both sides, we have

(1. 5) Ni = - ?NPW + 2ti£Q<ft.

Since from (0. 7) we can get

φPjφk(ηQ,p — ηP,q) — ψjNpk — (ηj9k — ηk9j) —

by making use of which (0. 4) can also be written as

(1. 6) 4 = -j- {-N'jk - 4F(η,,k - ηkti) + 5?(NjVle - NkVj)

Contracting ηt and then making use of (1. 3)2, we have

(NjVk -

NkVj -

jk = -4- { - 4(^,fc - ηkίj) + 4(NjVk - NkVj)

from which and (1. 1)3 we have

(1. 7) ηpt% = ~ (ηhk ~ ηk9j) + (NjVk - NkVj) = Vit)k.

Substitute this formula to (0. 7)2, we have

(1. 8) Njk = NhφlVj - Nhφ)ηk - ηptlS + %«*<&

If we substitute (1. 7) and (1. 4)a to (0. 4) we have

(1. 9) Pjk = Nj\ - ?(NjVk - NkVj)

Finally, substitute (1. 5) and (1. 8) to (0. 6)2, we have

(l. 10) Qi - - Kl&Ψm + 24fΦ^ - Fvjΐjφl + fV&#.

From (1. 7), (1. 9) and (1. 10) we see that the vanishing of t)k in (0. 4)

implies the vanishing of t%, Pjk and Q)k.
1

Conversely, suppose that t% (or η^) and P;

}k vanish simultaneously, then

from (1. 7) and (1. 9) we have

vA* = 0

and

% 4 P - Viti£p - 2 4 = 0.

Multiply ξk to this equation and contract with respect to k, we have
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tW = 0.
From the latter two equations we get £# = 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 1.1. The vanishing of t)k in (0. 4) is equivalent to the simulta-
neous vanishing of the following two tensors :

~ NkVj) - (ηhk - ηkyJ) = 0,
( ,

(NS f * ( % - NtVj) = 0.
Therefore these txvo relations are the necessary and sufficient condition for the
3-τr-structure defined by (0. 2) to be integrable.

Now if t\k — 0 implies Njc = 0 we have from above theorem Njηk — Nkηό

= 0, from which we have in turn Nj = 0. Thus we have ηj9k — ηk9j = 0. Con-
versely, this implies Nj = 0 and therefore £;

/fc = 0 implies Njk = 0. By the same
way it is evident that the necessary and sufficient condition for Njk = 0 to imply
t)k = 0 is ηj9k — ηk,j = 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 1.2. In order that the vanishing of Njk is equivalent to the
vanishing of t)ky it is necessary and sufficient that ^ is a gradient.

It is known [3] that K'5k = 0 implies Nj = 0, Njk = 0 and Ns = 0. So
Njk = 0 also implies Pjk = 0 and Qh = 0 by virtue of (0. 6). But as is easily
seen from (0. 6), for Pjk = 0 and Q^ — 0 to imply N'jk — 0 it is necessary and
sufficient that iV, = 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 1.3. In order that the vanishing of Pjk and Qjlc is equivalent
to the vanishing of Njk it is necessary and sufficient that N5 = 0.

As the Lie derivative of ηj is

by virtue of (1. l)^ From the meaning of Lie derivative and the Theorem 1. 3
we have

THROREM 1.4. In a differentiate manifold having (φ,ξ,η) structure, for
the vanishing of Njk it is necessary and sufficient that the followi?ιg two
conditions hold:

( i ) the distribution defined by η} is invariant under the transformation
generated by ξ\

(ii) the 2-7Γ-structure defined by (0. 3)2 (or (0. 3)3) is integrable.

Here the former 2-7r-structure is defined by two distributions, one of which is
(n + l)-dimensional and consists of subspaces (of tangent spaces at each point)
spanned by ξ* and proper vectors corresponding to proper value i of φj, and the
other is n -dimensional and consists of subspaces spanned by proper vectors
corresponding to proper value — i.
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2. If in the manifold having a (φ, ξ, 77)-structure there exists a positive

definite Riemannian metric g satisfying

(2. 1)

then the manifold is said to have a (φ, ξ, 77, ^-structure [1]. For any differentiable

manifold M2nhl with contact structure 77, that is, a manifold over which a 1-

form 77 is defined and satisfying

(2.2) 77Λ (dη)n = 77 Λ dη Λ Λ ^ + 0,

one can find a (φ, ξ, 77, ( )-structure such that 77̂  is the one given as the coefficients

of 77 and

, , 1 . , i A / 7 J . ~ <*
dη — ψ = -w<pijdx f\ax , φ^ = d ^ — d ^ .

From (2. 2) it follows that 77̂- is not a gradient.

It is shown in [4] that if we consider a (φ, ξ, 77, ^-structure associated to

the given contact structure 77, then Nj is identically zero. Thus we have from

Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 the following two corollaries :

COROLLARY 2.1. For a (φ,ξ,η,g)-structure associated to a contact struct-

ure 77, the 3-τr-structure defined by (0. 2) and the 2-π-structure defined by (0. 3\

are both not integrable.

COROLLARY 2.2. For a differentiable manifold with (φ9ξ9η9g)-structure

associated with a contact structure 77, the vanishing of NL

j1c is characterized

geometrically by the condition that the 2-τr-structure defined by (0. 3)2 {or (0. 3)3)

is integrable.

3. Now we study on the existence of symmetric (φ, ξ, 77)-connection, which

is by definition a symmetric connection leaving the tensor fields φ), ξ\ 77̂  cov-

ariant constant [3]. Denote the covariant derivative with respect to a symmetric

connection by , then the relations (0. 7) hold good if we replace , in these

relation by , and 77^ — 77^ = ηj;p — ηp;j. Thus if a differentiable manifold with

(φ, £, ̂ -structure has a symmetric (φ, ξ, 77)-connection, it follows that N']k, Nj,

Njk and Nj all vanish, and ηj is a gradient, so t)k also vanishes by virtue of

(0. 4). On the other hand, it is known [2] that if Nj = 0, there is a (φ, ξ, 77)-

connection whose torsion is equal to tjk. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.1. Let M2n+1 be a manifold with (φ,ξ,η)-structure. Then in

order that there exists a symmetric (φ, ξ, 77)-connection it is necessary and

sufficient that ηt is a gradient and t)k = 0.

If we take account of Theorem 1.2, it is easily seen that Theorem 3.1 is

equivalent to a Corollary in [3].

The following theorem is also closely related to the Theorem 3.1, as

tjk = 0 means the integrability of the 3-7r-structure which consists of a 1-dim-

ensional distribution defined by ξι and two n-dimensional distributions, one of
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which is defined by all subspaces spanned by the proper vectors at each point

corresponding to proper value i of φj , and the other by those corresponding to

proper value — i [2] [5].

THEOREM 3.2. Let M2n+ι be a differentiable manifold with (φ,ξ,η)'struc-

ture. If M2n+1 admits a symmetric (φ,ξ,η)-connection, then (i) η is a gradient,

(ii) the induced almost complex structure on each integral submanifold of the

distribution η is invariant under the transformations generated by ξ and (iii)

each of these almost complex structure is integrable.

The closedness of η and vanishing of N!

jk and t!

Jk follow from the proof of

Theorem 3.1, so we only require the proof of (ii). From the definition of Lie

derivative, we have

Therefore, from the assumption of the existence of symmetric (φ, ξ, ^-connection

we have

Πξ)vj = 0, £(f)φj = 0.,

which means respectively that the integral submanifolds of the distribution η

are transformed by themselves and the structure φ is invariant under the

transformations generated by ξ.

4. Finally we return to consider a differetiable manifold with (φ, ξ, η, g)-

structure. Denote the covariant derivative with respect to ChristoffeΓs symbol

constructed from gi} by V It is well known that the tensor

Φij = ffίhψj

is skew symmetric and the condition for the closedness of the exterior 2-form

Φ=~γ Φ^dχί Λ dx'

is as follows:

(4. 1) VkΦn + ViΦjjc + Vjφki = 0.

Suppose the Riemann connection | [is a (φ, ξ, ̂ -connection, then t!

j]c = 0

\jk)

and both η = r^dx1 and φ are closed. The converse holds too. For from the assum-

ption that η is closed and t!

jk = 0 we have N]k = 0. From Theorem 3.1 and

Theorem 3.2 it also follows that t(ξ)Φ) = 0, £(£>/, = 0. On the other hand it

follows from the closedness of φ that £(f)Φj* = ° Applying Lie derivation with

respect to ξι to both sides of the relation φ) = g%hφhi we have

Φw = 0.
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On the other hand we have

As φij 4- ηtη5 is non-singular, from the latter two relations we have

£(!¥" = 0,
which means that ξι is a Killing vector field, that is,

ViVj + VjVi = 0.

This and the closedness of η imply that

VtVj = 0,

from which we have also the following

) = 0.

In the next place we shall prove that Vkφij = 0. From Nίjk = gih N'ik = 0

and VjVί = 0 it follows that

φXnφi, - Vkφih) = 0.

Substitute from (4. l ) we have

ΦΪCVIΦW) ~ ΦXViφn*) = V*(φίφAJ) - 2φϊV*φΛ* = 0.

But

vXΦΪΦw) = ViigikΨίΦl) = Vi(gjk - rnvt) = 0,

we have

(ViΦnk)φhj = 0.

On the other hand from φhkξ
h = 0 and Viξh = 0 we have

(Vtφntψη, = 0.

As φ) + ξhηj is non-singular, from these two relations we have

Viφhk = 0,

from which it follows

ViΦi - o.

Therefore we have

THEOREM 4.1. In order that the Riemannίan connection of a (φ, ξ, η, g)-

structure to be a (φ, £, η)-connectίon it is necessary and sufficient that the follow-

ing three conditions hold:

( i ) 77 is closed, (ii) φ is closed, (iii) t): = 0.
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The following theorem is closely related to the above one:

THEOREM 4.2. Let M'2ni'1 be a dijferentiable manifold with (φ,ξ,η,g)'
structure. If the Riemannian connection is a (φ, ξ, η) connection, then (i ) η is
closed, ( i i) the induced almost Hermitian structure on each integral submani-
fold of the distribution η is invariant under the transformations generated by
ξ and (iii) each of these almost Hermitian structure is Kάhlerian.

PROOF. From the Theorem 4. 1 we have t'Jk = 0, so t)* — 0 holds too.
i

Therefore the 2-ττ-structture consisting the 1-dimensional distribution denned by
ξ1 and the 2/z-dimensional one by ηό is integrable, that is, for each point there is a
neighborhood U, passing each point of which there is a unique 1-dimensional
integral submanifold and a unique 2/z-dimensional integral submanifold belonging
to respective distribution. Moreover, in this neighborhood there is a local coor-
dinate system (xι) (i = 1, ,2n + 1) such that each 1-dimensional integral sub-
manifold is expressed as xa = const. {a,b,c — 1, , 2n) and each 2?z-dimensional
one as xA = const. (Δ = 2n 4- 1). In such local coordinate system, the projection
tensor ξ1^ to the direction of the 1-dimensional distribution has components
ξιη5 = 0 except for ξAηA = 1 because ζir)i = 1. Therefore, we have the following
components of tensor (vector) fields in this coordinates system:

1 g^

,0 o/ \o o,
Then φΐ(xc,x*) and gab(x\ ^Δ) are the almost complex structure and the almost
Hermitian metric on integral submanifolds in consideration.

From the assumptions

Vkζ — ^> VkVj = ^>

we can easily get

Δ

Δ£) °' [jk

and from the assumptions

Vkφ] = 0, Vkgυ = 0,

we know that φ) and gi5 do not depend upon xA. This shows that both φ and
g are invariant under the transformations generated by ξι. And secondly we see
that
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which shows that the induced almost Hermitian structure is Kahlerian.
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